
Red Currahee Nation, 
I hope you all had an enjoyable and restful Labor Day Weekend.  I want 

to let all of you know how proud CSM Velez and I are of the Battalion’s pro-
gress.  The past month of training executed by the Red Currahee Nation was 
phenomenal.  We have truly grown as a Battalion!  We executed our Eagle 
Flight I’s (Squad Training) and our Eagle Flight II’s (Platoon Training) by       
conducting situational training and live fire exercises.  We did take a short break 
in the middle of August to celebrate our Division’s 70th Birthday.  It was a   
memorable week and I hope that you took the time to attend at least one event. 

The Battalion’s focus for September is the Brigade’s War Fighter Exer-
cise that will mostly involve the Battalion staff, while the rest of the Battalion 
conducts preparations for Eagle Fight III in October.  Companies will spend their 
time preparing for EFIII by executing company training and marksmanship 
ranges for the remainder of the month.  The last weekend of September we will 
start Eagle Flight IIIs.  Each company will be on a different schedule so I highly 
recommend you attend your next Company FRG meeting to get the details.    

As you can see, the next few weeks will be filled with training and other 
activities. Be prepared for the long days and overnight training in advance for 
October, and please understand the importance of these training opportunities.  
Also, I encourage you to take advantage of the many opportunities for families 
as well.  

Upcoming key dates; 
 

10 -20 SEP War Fighter Exercise (Select pax) 

14 SEP DONSA (BN (-))  

21 SEP DONSA  

28 September to 12 October Eagle Flight III (Company 

Training) 

19-22 October 4 Day weekend 

Finally, I would like to encourage each of you to participate in your com-
pany’s Family Readiness Group.  Not only does the FRG provide command in-
formation and information from agencies on post, but it is the key component for 
building relationships with your unit.  It is as good as we make it!  Our FRG, 
combined with our Veterans, provides a powerful support network for our Battal-
ion.  

Thank you for your service to our Nation and a special thanks to the 
spouses who support all of us serving in uniform. 

                                  

             Currahee!                                                                                                    

             ~LTC Greg Beaudoin, Battalion Commander 
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 The 1-506th has been busy! This has caused my family to get out of 

synch, off schedule and increased the load on the family. When there is a 

break in the training schedule or when we are on refit, a good thing to do is 

run a check-up on your relationships. There are several different ways of 

doing this, and a simple way is to ask these types of questions to both 

yourself and your spouse:  

What are your concerns about your relationship?  

Are there any major areas that need to be addressed?  

What are the positive and negative effects the last 3 months have had 

on our relationship?  

What has the communication between the two of you been like?  

What are our goals for the next year?  Next five years?  What progress 

have we made towards achieving them?  

 These questions are just a few examples. There are a lot of other 

questions which could be asked. Using questions helps you put into words 

where the relationship is strong and where it needs work. There are also 

several ways to ask these questions. You could be more formal and fo-

cused, and have a family business meeting to talk about financial goals. 

You could be more informal and sit on the couch with your spouse (with 

the TV off), a beverage.  You can write up fun, interesting questions, and 

take turns pulling them out of a bowl.   The idea is that relationships are 

hard; they get out of tune really easily. Relationships need care and main-

tenance. While relationships are hard work they are good work.  The bene-

fits of having solid healthy relationships will pull you through the worst time 

and make the best time all that much better. While the ideas above fo-

cused on Marriage, they work on any kind of relationship.   You can apply 

these to relationships with your parents, children, siblings, friends, and 

people you work with or for. Of course the way you do the check-up will 

change, based on what kind of relationship you are looking at.  Remember 

to consider all the relationships you have, and notice if there are similar 

problems that pop up in different types of relationships.   

 If you want more information or would like help tuning up your rela-

tionships feel free to give me a call 270-798-9486.  

       Grace and Peace,  

       ~ CH (CPT) Rob Cox 
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Chaplain Cox can be 

reached at                     

270-798-9486                   

Chaplain’s Corner: 

 



      I hope that each of you is doing well and as always, thank you for your support of HHC and the Soldiers of 1-506 IN. 
The HHC Family Readiness Group is in need of volunteers to serve as POC’s and help with our monthly duties. Please 
consider supporting this great FRG that helps all of us throughout the year and especially during our deployments.   
 
      Eagle Flight Three will be kicking off around September 30th, and our Soldiers will operate continuously in the field 
until mid October. The days will be hot, and the nights will be long, but the men and women of Hell Raiser Company will 
emerge more capable and more competent in their roles to support the Red Currahee’s during our next rendezvous with 
destiny.  
 
      The month of August was dedicated to the Red Currahee Eagle Flight I and II field problems. The men and women of 
Hell Raiser Company (Headquarters, Headquarters Company) have been working diligently to support the rest of the 
Battalion while at the same time continuing to train hard for the upcoming deployment. The most recent training event, 
Eagle Flight II, pushed the men and women of Hell Raiser Company to perform far beyond their comfort zone. Eagle 
Flight II kicked off with platoon level maneuver live fire exercises. For the Scout and Mortar Platoons of Hell Raiser Com-
pany each scenario was tailored to test the unique skill sets of each individual Pla-
toon. Tasks included scenarios such as engaging enemy observation points and 
bunkers, establishing hide sights and reporting on enemy movements, establishing 
hasty mortar firing positions, executing fire missions to support adjacent friendly 
troops in contact, and breaking contact under fire.   
 
      Following the platoon level maneuver live fire operations, the Mortar and Scout 
Platoons shifted focus from direct action operations to supporting the rest of the Bat-
talion in their operations. This included Air Assaulting onto objectives and emplacing 
Mortar firing points as over-watch while the Scouts provided up to the minute intelli-
gence on multiple targets as the line company rifle platoons maneuvered into posi-
tion preparing to assault the objectives. As the rest of the line companies executed 
their platoon level live fires, the mortar platoon provided indirect fire support. Fire 
missions began under daylight and rang out until the early mornings of the following 

day. By the end of Eagle Flight II, the men 
and women of Hell Raiser were exhausted. We are proud of each and every  
Soldier who did their part to make this training event such a smashing success.  
     
      For their outstanding performance during Eagle Flight II, PFC Redkey and 
PFC Spletter of the mortar platoon and SPC Houshalter of the scout platoon all      
received special recognition for being heroes of the battle due to their out-
standing performance and dedication to their roles in making their platoons    
successful.     
 
      As always, a heartfelt thank you goes out to all the friends and family mem-
bers of the men and women of Hell Raiser Company. Without your support and    
dedication on the home front, there would be no way we could complete our mis-
sion; whether it is training here locally or deployed overseas. Your continued 
support, dedication and sacrifices for these men and women are incredibly treas-

ured. The soldiers of Hell Raiser are exceptional. We are a tight bunch and will be prepared for our next Rendezvous 
with Destiny, wherever it may be. Currahee!!!  

 

~CPT Tad Reed, HHC Commander  

Headquarters & Headquarters Co                       
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Your HHC FRG Leaders:    

Misty Reed  231-343-1401 

Jen Nicholson 931-338-8713                                                                                               

FRG Email Address: 

HHC Soldiers congratulate each other 

after a softball victory during Week of 

the Eagles. 

HHC families showed great support for the 

5th Annual Fort Campbell Run for the Fallen  



Greetings, Able Families!  
 August has been a whirlwind month for your Soldier!  We began the month with Eagle Flight I.  
This squad-level exercise took place in some of the hottest weather on record, and the Soldiers of Able 
Company excelled as they completed mounted and dismounted situational training exercises before fin-
ishing strong with day and night live-fires.  From our most-senior Noncommissioned Officers to our new-
est riflemen fresh from AIT, your Soldier’s performance was noteworthy and 
vital to the Company’s success and preparation for future training. 

The Company took pause to celebrate the heritage, present, and future 
of our storied Division as we participated in the Week of the Eagles.  We hon-
ored veterans from previous and present conflicts with the Run for the Fallen, 
the Division Memorial Ceremony, and the Normandy Dining-Out.  We cele-
brated our present and our wonderful families with a Division run, an air-show, 
various sports and entertainment events throughout the week, and culminated 
with the Division Review Ceremony.  In total, your Soldier experienced a very 
busy week before deploying yet again to the field for Eagle Flight II. 

Able Company got right to business during Eagle Flight II as the Com-
pany began the exercise by executing day and night Platoon Live-Fire Exercises.  Using his assigned 
weapon, your Soldier fired and maneuvered with his comrades through a challenging and realistic sce-
nario that tested his ability, toughness, and endurance.  Without hesitation, your Soldier then executed 
day and night mounted scenarios while integrating OH-58D helicopter-support to find and defeat the en-

emy along roads, in the woods, and in urban environments.  Finally, 
your Soldier and his platoon boarded UH-60 helicopters and executed 
to the highest standard a platoon-level air-assault.  Overall, the per-
formance of the Company was spectacular and serves as fitting testa-
ment to the competence, professionalism, and dependability of your 
Soldier. 
 Your Soldier has now shifted his focus to preparation for Eagle 
Flight III at the end of September and beginning of October.  To pre-
pare, he will continue to conduct physical fitness training, marksman-
ship practice, and platoon-level drills.  Far from taking a well-deserved 
break, the  determination and intensity with which your Red Currahee 
Soldier continues to train sets him apart from any other Soldier! 

 
 Congratulations to PFC Bertram and Jamie Bernal on the birth of their daughter, Arianna Bertram!  
Thank you again for your continued support for your Soldier!  

 

- CPT Benjamin Scott, III, Able Company Commander 

Able Company  “AKA” 
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Your Able FRG Leaders 
        Ashley Donaldson      910-583-7522  

                 931-648-1993 (home) 
 

         Tracy Scott                865-207-0719 
 

NEW Able FRG Email address: 
able1506frg@gmail.com 

Able Soldiers prepare to land 

during an Air Assault Mission 

Able Soldiers conduct Squad Level Live 

Fires with mounted support. 



Baker Company  “Outlaws” 
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Your Baker  FRG Leader:    

Lane Everett  270-605-1341                                                                                             

FRG Email Address:  

bakerfrg@gmail.com 

           

Greetings, Outlaw Families! 

 

We spent almost the entire month of August in the field (parents, if your 
son hasn’t called home, it’s not his fault, we spent most of our time in 
cell phone dead zones).  The first two weeks were Eagle Flight I, which 
included a squad Live Fire Exercise, squad-level urban training, and 
tactical vehicle employment with our new MRAPs.  Our one week in 
was the Week of the Eagles, a celebration of the 101st Division’s heri-
tage, including a Division run, athletic competitions, and a Division re-
view attended by former Commanding General David Petraeus.  The 
next two weeks we were back in the field for Eagle Flight II, which fo-
cused on platoon-level training, including Air Assaults, Convoy Opera-
tions, and the Platoon Live Fire.  Our unit Public Affairs Rep has been 
doing a great job covering all these events.  To view his photos of all 
these events, visit the Battalion’s Facebook page. 

 

September should offer us a chance to slow down a little (or at least 
mostly stay out of the field).  We have a week of range density, then a 
few weeks of leadership training for our NCOs.  We’ll also be conduct-
ing first aid and driver’s training.  Finally, we’ll be conducting a week of 
Combatives Training for individuals not already certified at hand-to-
hand combat.  This all leads up to our final Eagle Flight exercise, which 
will be occurring in early October. 

 

We would like to congratulate SGT French and his wife Amanda, 1LT 
Merrill and his wife Milissa, and PVT Daly and his wife Brittany on the 
births of their children!  Welcome to our Currahee Family, Little Ones! 

 

Finally, thank you to all our Outlaw Family members 
for your continued support for your soldiers.  We 
couldn’t do what we do without you. 

 

-CPT Joel Everett, Baker Company Commander 

 
 
 

FRG Leader’s Corner 

Our next meeting will be Sept. 19th at 6:30pm in the BN 
Conference Room.  We will be making cards to send to 
soldiers in the WTU, and having a recipe swap.  Bring 
your favorite dish, as well as the recipe, and swap reci-
pes while here!  

 

We’ve decided to update the Baker Company logo, and 
The FRG is accepting submissions.  Anyone can submit 
their art from now until October 15th.  We will be using 
this logo for a variety of fundraising items, such as t-
shirts, vehicle decals, and coffee mugs (no, there are no 
royalties, just bragging rights).  To keep production costs 
low, please limit yourself to four colors.  If you have any 
questions, please feel free to e-mail us. 

 

 

Baker Soldiers conduct PZ security during 

Air Assault training 

Baker Company marches down the range 

one last time at the conclusion of Eagle 

Flight 2 



Charlie Company  “Gunfighters” 
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Families and Friends,  
 
In August, 1SG Geleney and I had the honor to join the Gunfighter family, as their new Commander and 1SG. We 
joined your soldiers during some of the most physically demanding training the Battalion has conducted to date. 
Your Gunfighters performed remarkably during each of the training exercises in preparation for our next deploy-
ment. Thanks to their hard work and your continued support we are a better Company.  
 
The month began with Eagle Flight I, where our Squads conducted training operations spanning the entirety of Fort 
Campbell. Your Soldiers persevered through extreme summer temperatures to accomplish a myriad of missions, 
ranging from mounted key leader engagements with notional local leaders to dismounted operations in pursuit of 
enemy forces. Eagle Flight I culminated with our Squads conducting a day and night Live Fire Exercise where each 
Squad proved themselves fully capable of fire and maneuver.  
 
Fort Campbell’s Week of the Eagles provided a temporary reprieve from training allowing your Soldiers to cele-
brate the history of our division and demonstrate their exceptional capability on the battlefield. Your Gunfighters 
were hand selected to represent the entire 4th Brigade Combat Team in the Stress Shoot Competition. SSG Bran-
don Gonzales, SGT Tomas Rodriguez, SGT Kristopher Jackson, SPC Roland Sharpe and PFC Ellis Cook repre-
sented the Company, Battalion and Brigade admirably through the demanding event that tested their physical fit-
ness, medical skills and marksmanship on several weapons.  
 
Following Week of the Eagles, the Gunfighters were back at it! Eagle Flight II saw your Soldiers progress from op-
erating at the squad level to more complex missions with their entire platoons. They conducted air assault mis-
sions, flying to their objectives on Blackhawk helicopters and negotiating very difficult terrain to accomplish the mis-
sion. In addition to the air assault, each Platoon executed a mounted assault, through the majority of Fort Camp-
bell’s training areas, on a village with apache helicopters supporting their maneuver. Eagle Flight II culminated in a 
Platoon Live Fire Exercise in which each platoon confronted an extremely difficult mission, maneuvering on the 
objective with live ammunition. For their contributions above and beyond the call of duty, several Gunfighters were 
recognized by the Commander, LTC Gregory B. Beaudoin, and CSM Frank Velez. PVT Christopher Fox earned 
the Army Achievement Medal for his exceptional performance during the LFX. SPC Brent Eichler and PFC Satona 
Bailey were recognized by the Battalion Commander as the, “best machine gun team in the battalion;” each receiv-
ing the Red Currahee Coin. SPC Zachary McDonell and SPC Brendon Simmons each received the Battalion Coin 
for their relentless effort as Team Leaders during the LFX. SSG Brandon Gonzales received a coin from CSM 
Velez in recognition of his outstanding performance during Eagle Flight II while stepping up and serving as the 3rd 
Platoon, Platoon Sergeant.  

We also want to take time to welcome new members to the Gunfighter family. SSG Smith married Vanessa 

Villanueva on 19AUG12; PVT Day married Kathleen Phillips on 24AUG12; PVT Anthony and his wife Brooke wel-

comed Jordan Alexander Anthony on 21AUG12; PFC Mayen and his wife Jeanette welcomed Aubrey Rose Mayen 

on 2SEP12. New soldiers that came in during the month include: PFC Foltz, PV2 Vandiver, PVT Puerta and PFC 

Jones. In August Gunfighter also had the opportunity to re-enlist one of its own, congrats to SPC Daniel Olson for 

his continued service to the nation. 

1SG Geleney and I are extremely proud of your Soldier’s accomplishments and look forward to both leading them 

through the coming months training, and witnessing their continued exceptional performance.  Thank you for what 

you do to support our Soldiers. We truly could not do our jobs without your continued support. 

-CPT Michael Finch,  

Charlie Company Commander 

 

Your Charlie FRG Leader:    

Alison Finch 706-536-3497   

FRG E-mail Address:                                               

gunfighter1506@gmail.com 



Charlie Company  “Gunfighters” 
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Delta Company  “Deathdealers” 
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Greetings to the Dealer Families! 

August has been a very busy but productive month for Dealer Company.  I appreciate your steadfast support of your Sol-
diers.  Platoons developed from individual weapons qualifications to a successful certification of each Platoon by Battal-
ion leadership using four vehicles, machine guns, and dismounts in a successful live fire.  Over-
all the training was a great success. 

The Company had a great Eagle Flight One (Team-4 Soldiers/ Squad-9 Soldiers) level certifica-
tion).  Soldiers successfully braved the summer heat to accomplish fire team live fire from 30 
July to 1 August.  Immediately following we began to improve our dismounted maneuver skills in 
woodland terrain.  Squads learned how to effectively move as a team from 2-3 August.  On 4-5 
August we returned our focus to mounted maneuver.  Leaders trained four- two vehicle sections 
of our support company on live fire maneuver.  Then, our Soldiers engaged and destroyed tar-
gets from their two vehicle mounted machine guns in a night fire to include targets as far away 
as a mile.  On 6-7 August the Platoons trained to react to an ambush on their vehicles.  On 8 
August, we trained on operating in an urban environment. 

Also, on 8 August elements of 3
rd

 and 4
th
 Platoon returned from the field briefly to take on the 

Brigade in a best squad competition.  The event ran over three miles total including tire flips, a 
casualty carry, an obstacle course, a log carry, and a fire support quiz along the route.  Well rested Brigade squads and 
a late rush to change uniforms challenged our squad. Still, the Dealer squad demolished the competition.  They defeated 
the nearest squad by over two minutes for a winning time of 39 minutes.  Congrats to the team! 

Not to be outdone, after the company completed the division run on 10 Aug, elements of HQ, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Platoons set up 

and executed a static display of the company’s anti-armor capabilities for the community dur-
ing the Week of the Eagles Air Show.  All spectators were able to take a shot with simulated 
Javelin and TOW missiles.  The exhibit received rave reviews from the most important critics, 
the children.  Thanks to all who attended this event. 

Following maintenance activities and support for the Week 
of the Eagles events, Dealer Company deployed to the far 
west of Fort Campbell to conduct Eagle Flight Two 
(Platoon certification).  The Company began the training 
by successfully completing a squad knock out a bunker 
live fire on 21-22 August.  The company supported the 
Battalion’s training plan as graders, guards, and opposing 
forces 23-24 August.  On 25-26 August, Dealer Soldiers 

learned the tactics of the Division motto, “Air Assault.”  Three Blackhawk helicopters 
transported each Dealer platoon in to a landing zone from which they executed a pla-
toon attack.  On 27-28 August, the Dealer platoons showed their specialty in a 
Ground Assault Convoy lane leading to a precise raid on a building marked by a AH-
64 Apache helicopter that was in contact with the platoon.  Training culminated on 28-
29 August with a platoon live fire from gun trucks with the support of mortars.  The Dealer platoons accomplished all 
tasks to standard with half the manpower of a standard infantry platoon. 

September training continues to build upon our gains in preparation for our next Rendezvous with Destiny.  Marksman-
ship ranges for all weapon systems will be the focus as we prepare for Eagle Flight Three (Company certification) at the 
beginning of October. 

Last but not least, we had several Soldiers graduate schools. 1LT Chandler graduated the Army Reconnaissance 
Course with the top physical fitness award.  SFC Heath graduated Senior Leaders Course.  CPL Andrade, SPC Casey, 
and SPC Duncan graduated Air Assault school. 

Good luck to SSG Garcia and SPC Rodriguez at Ranger 
School in Fort Benning, GA. 

Again, I am indebted to you for your outstanding support of 
the Soldiers and other Families.   

~CPT Rob Panas, Dealer Company Commander 

Your Delta FRG Leaders:  
   

Jeana Bell     832-566-3833 
Erica Clardy  270-823-3814 

 
FRG Email:  

deltacompanyfrg@gmail.com 

Dealer leaders plan before conducting 

an air assault mission 

Dealer conducts a mounted 

night live fire 

Dealer conducts mounted live 

fire operations during Eagle 

Flight I 
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Echo Company  “Wolfpack” 
Wolfpack Family and Friends, 

It has been an extremely busy and rewarding month for the Soldiers of Wolfpack. 

First, I would like to thank you all for supporting your Soldier through this time of 

year. It was awesome seeing most of you at the company BBQ during the Week 

of the Eagles. Your support proves day in and day out, that families are the glue 

that holds a unit together. 

Over the past month your Soldiers excelled at every mission 

and task. The numbers don’t lie. Providing logistical support 

in volumes of large scaled operations; unmatched by no 

other Forward Support Company on Fort Campbell.  Just in 

Eagle Flight 2 alone, the Field Feeding Section prepared over 4,400 MREs 

and 7,200 hot meals. The Maintenance Platoon completed over 150 work 

orders. The Distribution Platoon issued over 7,600 gallons of water, 8,400 

gallons of fuel, and over 120,000 rounds of ammuni-

tion. Know that the time your Soldier spent away 

from their homes, has enable them to be better 

trained and more prepared for any mission. 

Looking ahead, we will remain engaged with providing the best logistics 

in the Currahee Brigade.  Key Dates you should mark on your schedule: 

BN DONSA:      21 September 

Eagle Flight III: 29 September – 14 October 

 

Finally, I want to welcome the newest wolves and their families to the Wolfpack family:  1SG 

Louis, SPC Watkins, SPC Ellis, SPC Piacelli, SPC Hern, PFC Bronson, SPC McKenna, and 

SPC Rhaburn. 

 

 -CPT Kinard Egleton,  

Echo Company Commander  

Your Echo FRG Leader:    

Lavon Egleton  843-647-8391 

FRG Email Address: 

echoco,wolfpack@gmail.com 

FRG Leader’s Corner 

To all the families, friends, and especially the 

volunteers of the Wolfpack, I would like to thank you 

all for your support. I encourage all of the Families 

out there to stay in touch with the FRG and make 

sure that your contact information is updated. We are 

still looking for volunteers to help out in the FRG. 

For more information on any of the above events or 

information about the Wolfpack FRG feel free to con-

tact your FRG leader, Lavon Egleton at 

echoco.wolfpack@gmail.com 

Wolfpack conducting Section Live 

Fires 

SPC Cunningham keeping 

Red Currahee    moving by 

refueling a MAXXPRO 

Distro rolls out on an 

early morning      

mission 



Upcoming Red Currahee Events: 

 Mid October - We will be holding a fundraising 

event to support future BN Events.  Look for 

more details soon will be coming! 

 29 OCT - Red Currahee Trunk or Treat.  More in-

formation coming soon! 

 5 APR 2013 - Red Currahee Ball  - Mark your           

Calendars! 
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Family Readiness Office 

 

 

 

 Do you want to see what your Soldier is doing during their time in 1-506th 

IN?  Join the Red Currahee Facebook page, and get access to pictures of unit 

events and training that you won’t find anywhere else.   

 This site provides an inside look at training and family events.  Search for 

1-506th Infantry Regiment, 4th BCT.   

 

*Membership is authorized for current Soldiers of 1-506th IN, Spouses, and Parents.  You must enable messag-

ing, and confirm your affiliation prior to joining, or your request will be denied. 

1-506th Family       

Readiness Support     

Assistant: 

1LT Jim Gallagher 

270-956-0926  Office            

James.p.gallagher1@us.army.mil 

 Useful Local Phone Numbers 

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital Information Line -       (270) 798-8400 

On Post Housing -           (931) 431-9003 

Military Police Non-Emergency  -        (270) 798-7113 

Military One Source -            (800) 342-9647 

4th BCT Military & Family Life Consultant, Ms. Anne Marie Bryant  -   (270) 881-6376 

 

If you have questions about services offered to military families, please contact the FRSA office for more information. 


